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Preface

This book has its origins in a research project of the same name, funded between 2006 and 2010 by the Arts and Humanities Research Council in the UK, although in many respects it represents the culmination of work on Restoration sources that I have been carrying out since the mid-1990s. It aims to assess from a historically contextualized perspective the conceptual and practical approaches to musical invention in England during the late seventeenth century, using as its principal sources the surviving manuscripts and print publications in which the music is preserved. This means of studying creativity has been described by Alan Howard in his recent chapter in *The Ashgate Research Companion to Henry Purcell* as ‘palaeographical’ (see Howard, ‘Understanding Creativity’, 66), and differs to some extent from the ‘analytical’ methodology that has been adopted by Howard and a number of other scholars, which attempts to detect traces of creative processes from the evidence preserved within the music itself (as demonstrated, for example, in Howard’s PhD thesis, ‘Purcell and the Poetics of Artifice’). As will become clear throughout this book, however, the two approaches have a good deal in common, and have much to contribute to one another.

Understanding creativity in this period is a particular challenge for the modern scholar because so many of the basic tenets we take for granted in considering creativity today – such as the primacy of the author, and concepts of originality, inspiration and genius – were only fully developed during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Given that the musicological sub-discipline of source studies originated in the analysis of the music of these later periods, many of the established terms for describing creative practices are demonstrably inappropriate for seventeenth-century music. *Musical Creativity in Restoration England* thus seeks to adopt a new methodological approach that takes into account the practical, social and cultural contexts in which Restoration sources were produced, as well as the concepts underlying musical invention in the period. Earlier scholarship has focused on particular works by single composers, the main studies comprising four articles on Purcell – Ford, ‘Purcell as His Own Editor’; Herissone, ‘Purcell’s Revisions’; Manning, ‘Revisions and Reworkings’; and Shay,
Purcell’s Revisions’ – and two on Locke’s compositional revisions – Thompson, ‘The Sources of Locke’s Consort’ and Tilmouth, ‘Revisions in the Chamber Music’. In addition, I have published papers on the creative procedures of Richard Goodson sr (‘Richard Goodson the Elder’s Ode’) and William Turner (‘The Revision Process in William Turner’s Anthem’), and my article ‘Fowle Originalls’ formed a pilot study for the current project, using Purcell as a case study. In this book, however, composer-centred analyses are avoided in favour of an approach that places individuals within the institutions and cultures in which they trained and worked, and that seeks to interpret musical sources within the environments in which they were produced and used. In so doing it reveals creative practices that were often – indeed predominantly – collaborative, and where musical texts could be influenced by a host of musicians in addition to named composers; it suggests new interpretations of the relationships between functional contexts, notation, performance, improvisation and musical memory; and it demonstrates the ways in which musical notation served different purposes in different environments, thus calling into question the current practice of applying a single set of editorial principles – in any case derived from literary textual criticism – when interpreting early modern notation for a modern audience. Given the fluidity of the creative environments considered in the book, the description ‘musical creativity’ is preferred over ‘compositional process’.

The book is divided into two parts, the first (Chapters 1 and 2) examining the principles underlying musical creativity, and the second (Chapters 3 to 6) investigating specific creative strategies used by Restoration composers. Chapter 1 considers how Erasmian theories of rhetorical invention, which were central to literary and artistic creativity in the period, can be detected both in seventeenth-century theoretical writings on music and in manuscripts preserving evidence of musicians’ copying and studying of other composers’ works, thus demonstrating that musical invention was still based on the study and emulation of models in the Restoration period. In the second part of the chapter I consider the implications of the continuing prevalence of *imitatio* for the importance of the composer as individual in Restoration culture. Drawing comparisons with changing approaches to originality that were occurring in playwriting circles in this period, I highlight a number of practical and conceptual differences – including the role of print and the nature of collaborative practices – that led musical creativity to remain distinct in its approaches. In Chapter 2 I focus on the principal source materials used in the book: the musical manuscripts copied and circulated during the Restoration period by composers and other musicians. Although
there is a long history of studying compositional processes through such documents, particularly composers’ autographs, such a methodology is problematical for seventeenth-century music, since in this period notation was often a very incomplete codification of both performance practices and compositional detail, and notation could at times be descriptive rather than prescriptive. In this chapter I outline the way in which the book seeks to mediate between these documents and the creative activities undertaken by musicians by identifying the contexts in which the sources were produced, so that we can distinguish between different modes of creativity and thereby learn to interpret the notation within the documents appropriately. In seeking to understand surviving notated materials in terms of their function, I outline six main categories of manuscript, designed to reflect the distinctions between particular sets of sources, thereby helping us to understand the ways in which the music was created and disseminated.

Chapter 3 considers the relatively large number of manuscripts containing what appear to be the composers’ first complete copies of particular compositions, together with a handful of less complete materials apparently linked to the initial creation of some pieces. Such sources are more prevalent for some genres of music than others: in particular the preservation of initial autographs of large-scale multi-movement pieces such as odes and symphony anthems is much better than that of the more intimate forms of music that existed in the period. Yet there is a sufficiently wide range of extant folio originals for it to be possible to identify several distinct approaches to the initial composition of Restoration music. I explore the ways in which composers’ techniques for creating new pieces of music were determined both by the legacy of the imitatio principle – which led to the perpetuation of methods of invention that, in some cases, had been developed generations earlier for entirely different creative environments – and by the particular circumstances in which the music was being composed – including practical issues arising mainly when music had to be prepared for specific and large-scale events, and more purely musical requirements determined by the works’ stylistic characteristics. In the final section of the chapter I also examine evidence that approaches to composition and the use of notation in initial invention may have differed between composers who were brought up in the Chapel-Royal tradition in comparison with those working in Oxford, the other main musical hub in England in the Restoration period.

In Chapter 4 I scrutinize the effect on creative activity of the consistent and regular re-use of some compositions, and the well-developed systems allowing repertory to be circulated between institutions and thus performed
in multiple contexts. Concentrating particularly on liturgical sacred music, I assess the processes by which major composers writing in this genre continually re-created their music as they made new copies. Examples of pieces by Locke and Purcell demonstrate the circulation of repertory through scribal networks, which resulted not only in multiple versions of the music co-existing with the full knowledge of composers, but also led in some cases to third-party copyists carrying out smaller-scale alterations. Particularly significant in this respect are a number of notational features that seem not to have been regarded as fixed during this period, but were instead notated flexibly. Typically involving rhythmic patterns, melodic ornamentation and the disposition of the continuo part, there is no indication that musicians at the time would have regarded them as being differences of any significance. By way of contrast, Chapter 5 considers a rather different attitude towards musical texts that seems to be reflected in instrumental and vocal consort music. The intimate circumstances in which this music was performed is reflected in the manuscript sources through the apparently close circles in which the material was circulated, particularly amongst professional musicians in London and Oxford. As with liturgical music, the transmission of repertory led to the serial revision of pieces as they were recopied, but the trend is much more marked in consort music; moreover, although there is evidence of the simultaneous co-existence of parallel texts, there was also an apparently paradoxical trend for manuscript owners to check readings of consort music they owned against other sources, indicating that they related to the music as text in a way not seen elsewhere, and suggesting that there was a culture of intellectual engagement with texts of consort music not seen in other musical genres in this period.

Chapter 6 considers the widespread use of adaptation in the Restoration period – in which music from many genres was freely altered by composers and others for use in new contexts – and its relationship to the transmission of music via non-notated routes. While arrangements were often made by musicians working from notated exemplars, and the majority of the music considered in Chapters 3–5 comes from traditions in which notation was the primary form of musical circulation, there is good evidence that some adaptations were based on memorized outlines. Focusing particularly on songs and keyboard music, I examine the complexity of creative relationships between composers, copyists and performers that resulted from recompositional activities of this sort. In the first part of the chapter seventeenth-century approaches to arrangement are considered from this perspective in order to assess the extent to which musicians other than the
composer contributed to the manipulation and reworking of materials that were available to them. The second part of the chapter then investigates in detail surviving evidence for notation of music from memory, which in some cases preserves a snapshot of the way in which particular pieces were realized in performance.

There are many reasons to set the year 1660 as the starting point for this book: the re-establishment of court music-making at the Restoration of the monarchy and the reopening of the public theatres transformed the nature of music-making as it had existed in the previous two decades, and led to new forms of music and new approaches to its composition. Similarly in the church choral services were restarted, and of course at the Chapel Royal Charles II established the use of instruments, which resulted in the invention of the symphony anthem. While there is good reason to reach back into the 1650s to consider a few important manuscripts containing music in these genres – such as Locke’s score of the 1659 performance of Cupid and Death – such exceptions are relatively few and are easily defined. The situation is very different, however, for more informal types of music-making that took place in the home, tavern or at music meetings. These activities were relatively little changed by the tumultuous political events of that year: they had flourished during the Commonwealth, and the thriving musical communities that were established in noble households and particularly among musicians in Oxford continued even as professional opportunities for official employment took musicians further afield and led them to take additional compositional roles. There were substantial changes to the styles of music being played and sung in informal and formal music groups during the later decades of the seventeenth century, influenced particularly by the importation and growing popularity of Italian instrumental music; but these shifts were gradual, and there is no distinctive change detectable in sources for these genres of music around 1660. The situation is worsened by the fact that many manuscripts cannot be dated precisely. It is much harder, therefore, to establish consistent criteria for inclusion or exclusion of sources of instrumental consort music, secular and devotional song, and keyboard music than for other types of music considered in this book.

In order to try to be as systematic as possible, the following principles have been adopted:

1. Composers who were still alive at the Restoration, but whose compositional activity predominantly pre-dates it, are excluded. Thus Matthew Locke is included, but Henry Lawes (d. 1662) is not. Probably the most
controversial member of the excluded group is John Jenkins (1592–1678), whose lengthy career included involvement in the Caroline masque *The Triumph of Peace*, but who was still teaching the North children in the 1660s. Most of Jenkins’s vast output is copied in sources dating from before the Restoration and it has therefore not been considered central to this study. Similarly, for the most part George Jeffreys’s music is not included in this study, since his main compositional activity predates the Restoration; however, the significance of his manuscript Lbl Add. 10338 to our understanding of seventeenth-century musical creativity in England is such that parts of it are considered in the book in order to help contextualize other sources from the same period, particularly those of Locke.

2. Manuscripts copied over lengthy periods predominantly before the Restoration are generally excluded. One example is John Gamble’s commonplace book of over three hundred songs, US-Nyp Drexel 4257, marked ‘John Gamble his booke, amen 1659 ano domine’, since this seems to have been copied predominantly between about 1630 and 1650.

3. Manuscripts containing only music by non-English composers, other than those resident in England during the Restoration, are excluded even where copied by English scribes. There is no desire to underplay the importance of music by Italian, French, German and other composers to English musicians in this period, and the repertory available to composers is discussed at length; however, these manuscripts are not considered primary sources indicative of compositional strategies in the period.

The *terminus ad quem* for the book has been set at approximately 1705, but this is of course a largely arbitrary date, which cannot be applied consistently since many sources cannot be dated with precision. For manuscripts clearly copied after c. 1700, the overriding criterion for inclusion has been evidence of continuity with Restoration approaches and functions. Later sources that do not show this kind of continuity have been excluded. Thus Ob Mus.Sch.e.425 and e.426 – a pair of manuscripts begun c. 1710, containing songs and keyboard settings of music by Handel, Haym and others, partly copied by the German musician Andreas Roner and apparently pedagogical in origin – are not considered, since they include very little Restoration repertory. However, AY D/DR 10/6a – another pedagogical manuscript including keyboard settings of theatre music, copied up to c. 1706 – is used, because it contains music predominantly composed in the Restoration period. In general, composers are included if they made a
significant contribution to English musical life in the period c. 1660 to c. 1705; thus Jeremiah Clarke’s manuscripts are considered, but those of William Croft are mentioned only in order to provide comparison with the core set of sources used in the book. In all, the book draws on evidence preserved in more than 350 manuscript sources. Since there is not space within this book to describe them at length, they are listed in a separate online catalogue, available freely at www.alc.manchester.ac.uk/subjects/music/research/projects/musicalcreativity.

The length and complexity of this project has entailed a good deal of collaboration and consultation with colleagues working on Restoration music and its sources. My greatest debt is to Alan Howard, who was research associate on the project between 2006 and 2009, and whose diligence and imagination contributed enormously to the development of the ideas that are presented here; the extent of his input is clearly demonstrated through the many acknowledgements that are spread throughout the book. The methodology I have used was influenced by Robert Thompson’s article ‘The Sources of Locke’s Consort’, and by Robert Ford’s ‘Purcell as his own Editor’, which were the first publications to draw attention to the importance of non-autograph manuscripts in the study of creativity in the music of this period. The significance of Robert Shay and Robert Thompson’s Purcell Manuscripts to this project also cannot be overestimated: without the detailed forensic work Shay and Thompson carried out on many of the core Restoration music manuscripts, providing for the first time a solid foundation in which copying dates and scribal hands were clearly identified, the connections and distinctions between sources that are made here would have been entirely impossible to discern. Robert Thompson has also been a generous source of advice on the sources throughout the project’s duration, and I am also very grateful for the assistance of Andrew Woolley, who generously helped with access to sources for Chapter 6, and provided a good deal of guidance on Restoration keyboard music, and to John Cunningham, who provided advice on early seventeenth-century arrangement practices. Many other colleagues gave of their time and expertise, including Martin Adams, Daniel Bamford, Stephanie Carter, David Chung, David Fallows, Peter Holman, James Hume, Margaret Laurie, Sakurako Mishiro, Stephen Rose, Alon Schab, Bettina Varwig and Bruce Wood.

The project from which this book derives was made possible by funding from the Arts and Humanities Research Council in the UK, and financial support for the purchase of the photographic reproductions used in this book was also provided by the University of Manchester and through the granting of a Music & Letters award. I am very grateful for the generosity and
considerable assistance of the staff of the many libraries who provided reproductions and allowed access to their manuscript sources, most particularly to Ros Edwards of the Henry Watson Library in Manchester; Nicolas Bell of the British Library; Cristina Neagu of Christ Church Library, Oxford; Patricia Buckingham of the Bodleian Library; Philippa Bassett, senior archivist in Special Collections at the Cadbury Research Library, University of Birmingham; Peter Horton of the Library of the Royal College of Music; Kathy Adamson of the Royal Academy of Music Library; Roger Bettridge of the Centre for Buckinghamshire Studies in Aylesbury; and the staff of Archbishop Marsh’s Library in Dublin. Both Christopher Hogwood and Jeanne Dolmetsch generously allowed the use and reproduction of manuscripts in their private collections.

My husband Peter and children Rob and Rosie have had much to endure while I was absorbed in this project, particularly during its last three years, when it frequently disrupted family life and threatened to become a classic example of serial recomposition itself. To them this book is dedicated.
Editorial method

The emphasis in this book on notation from primary sources of seventeenth-century music makes the adoption of an entirely consistent editorial method difficult: figures have predominantly been used wherever the reader needs to view the physical appearance of particular pages, and music examples have largely been reserved, therefore, for extracts where it is the musical content of the extract to which attention is being drawn. However, in places – particularly where incomplete notation has been transcribed, in Chapter 1 – diplomatic transcription has necessarily been used in order to convey the substance of what the example demonstrates. Notwithstanding these exceptions, the editorial method used for transcriptions is as follows.

Staves and braces

Five-line staves have been used throughout, although the majority of the keyboard sources from which material is taken were originally presented on six-line staves. Braces are added for keyboard music, following modern convention, and are also inserted when barring does not delineate clearly parts belonging within the same source.

Clefs

Restoration musicians used a wide range of C clefs, which are now unfamiliar to many modern readers. Consequently clefs have been modernized so that vocal parts use only treble, transposed treble, and bass clefs; instrumental parts use treble, bass and C3 clefs. Original clefs used throughout a part are given at the start of each example wherever modernization has occurred.

Note values, barring and metre

Note values and time signatures are retained unchanged from the sources. The placement of bar lines is also retained, but dotted editorial bar lines
have been added sparingly where necessary for reasons of clarity. Bar lines are consistently joined across staves for instrumental parts, while broken between staves for vocal music, according to modern convention. Double bar lines used to indicate repeats in dance music (here for keyboard) have been converted to modern dotted double bar lines.

Stave signatures and accidentals

Stave signatures (key signatures in modern terminology) are retained, but where a single accidental is given at both higher and lower octaves the superfluous accidental is omitted, following modern convention, and accidentals within the signature are placed in today’s standard order. Accidentals given in the sources are reproduced, but converted to modern equivalents where necessary, taking into account the fact that the natural sign was not used until the end of the period with which this book is concerned. Accidentals repeated within the bar are omitted, but care has been taken to show ambiguity where it occurs. Editorial accidentals are placed above the stave in small-size notes.

Beaming

Because there is no indication that beaming was significant to seventeenth-century scribes and it is highly inconsistent in the sources, beaming here follows modern conventions for both instrumental and vocal parts; separate syllables are not beamed separately, therefore.

Slurs and ties

Slurring from the primary sources has been retained, and editorial slurs added sparingly, where necessary for consistency; these are marked with a vertical slash. Editorial ties are marked similarly.

Figuring

Figuring is reproduced as notated in the primary sources, but accidental signs are converted to modern equivalents where necessary, to incorporate the natural sign. The positioning of figures is standardized so that they appear below the stave.
Text, spelling and underlay

Original spellings and capitalizations have not been reproduced, since they are highly inconsistent in seventeenth-century texts generally; a minimum of additional punctuation has been provided tacitly where necessary. Editorial text is placed in italics.

Editorial notes (added where notes are missing from the sources) are shown in small type. All other editorial additions are in square brackets.
Abbreviations

References to pitch and rhythm

Pitch is denoted using the Helmholtz pitch system, in which c' denotes middle C. Rhythm is denoted in italics, using the initial letter of the value referred to: thus c denotes crotchet, m minim, m. dotted minim, and so on.

Manuscript shelfmarks

Manuscripts are identified using RISM sigla (see below) followed by the library shelfmark; the term ‘MS’ is omitted.

RISM sigla

Belgium

B-Bc Brussels, Conservatoire Royal, Bibliothèque, Koninklijk Conservatorium, Bibliotheek

France

F-Pc Paris, Conservatoire (held in F-Pn)
F-Pn Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France

Germany

D-Hs Hamburg, Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Carl von Ossietzky, Musiksammlung

Great Britain (‘GB’ is omitted)

AY Aylesbury, Centre for Buckinghamshire Studies
Bu Birmingham, Birmingham University
List of abbreviations

Cfm  Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, Music Manuscript (Mu is omitted)
CH  Chichester, West Sussex Record Office
CHog  Cambridge, Christopher Hogwood, private collection
Cjc  Cambridge, St John’s College
Cmc  Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys Library
Cu  Cambridge, University Library
DRc  Durham, Cathedral Church, Dean and Chapter Library
EL  Ely, Cathedral Library (held in Cu)
En  Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland, Music Department
Ge  Glasgow, Euing Music Library
H  Hereford, Cathedral Library
HADolmetsch  Haslemere, Carl Dolmetsch, private collection
KNt  Knutsford, Tatton Park
Lam  London, Royal Academy of Music
Lbl  London, British Library
Lcm  London, Royal College of Music, Library
Ldc  London, Dulwich College Library
Lfom  London, Foundling Museum, Gerald Coke, private collection
Lg  London, Guildhall Library
Ll  Lincoln, Cathedral Library
Lsp  London, St Paul’s Cathedral Library
Lwa  London, Westminster Abbey Library
Mp  Manchester, Central Public Library, Henry Watson Music Library
Ob  Oxford, Bodleian Library
Och  Oxford, Christ Church, Music Manuscripts (‘Mus.’ is omitted)
Ooc  Oxford, Oriel College Library
Y  York, Minster Library

Ireland

IRL-Dm  Dublin, Archbishop Marsh’s Library

Italy

I-Tn  Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria, sezione Musicale

Japan

J-Tn  Tokyo, Nanki Ongaku Bunko
List of abbreviations

United States of America

US-AUS Austin, University of Texas at Austin, The Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center
US-Cn Chicago, Newberry Library
US-Cu Chicago, University, Joseph Regenstein Library, Music Collection
US-LAuc Los Angeles, University of California, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library
US-NH New Haven (CT), Yale University, Irving S. Gilmore Music Library
US-NYp New York, Public Library at Lincoln Center, Music Division
US-R Rochester, Eastman School of Music, Sibley Music Library
US-Wc Washington, Library of Congress, Music Division

Anonymous copyists

Many of the scribes who copied Restoration manuscripts remain unidentified, but their hands can sometimes be found across several different sources. Shay and Thompson adopted a number of terms to refer to such copyists in the manuscripts assessed in Purcell Manuscripts, related to the copying milieu of the scribes (so London A, London B, Oxford A and so on); their terms are followed in this book to facilitate comparison. Other scribes whose hands are found across manuscripts not included in Shay and Thompson’s book are here identified by the term ‘Anon’ followed by a letter (so Anon A, Anon B, and so on), so that it is possible to group together manuscripts copied by single scribes, even where their names are unknown.

Autograph manuscripts

Throughout the tables in the book scribes’ names are given in italic text where part or all of a manuscript contains composer autographs.